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are intelligent But we are rare specimens of our species *
In the mass mankind revolts against intelligence It is
incurably foolish Man is a stupid animal *
And yet,9 said Armand, there is a certain amount of
law and order in civilized nations We are not allowed to
take the law into our own hands Society protects itself
against the law-breaker The individual supports the
law for his self preservation Isn t it possible to establish
such a code between nations ?
'In my opinion impossible, said Louis in his blunt way
"There is race rivalry There is national pride There
are inherited hatreds, as between ourselves and Germany'
'They are not laws of Nature, said Armand "They
are rather recent, historically There was no intense
nationahsm before the Reformation There was a certain
European unity and culture to which all peoples had a
moral allegiance The Catholic faith took over the heritage
of the Roman Empire It did actually establish spiritual
unity over all Christendom, in spite of revolts and conflicts
which were in the nature of civil war Germany was not a
nation until 1870, but a collection of independent kingdoms
Italy was not a nation until Garibaldi came, with his red
shirts France, even, was not a nation as we now think of
it until Richelieu's time In the Middle Ages scholars travelled
from one part of Europe to another without a sense of crossing
frontiers and being strangers in an alien land The Latin
tongue, their scholarship, and their Christian philosophy
made them welcome at all universities and wherever know
ledge was revered Don't you agree •* This intense national
egotism and jealousy is of recent growth By an effort of
intelligence we could break it down and re establish unity
for the defence of European civilization and its heritage of
ideas and beauty Surely ? *
'An illusion f" said Louis *It couldn't happen without a
jmirade *
"I believe in miracles," answered Armand, with a smile

